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Abstract. Estimating future short-duration extreme pre-
cipitation in mountainous regions is fundamental for risk
management. High-resolution convection-permitting mod-
els (CPMs) represent the state of the art for these projections,
as they resolve convective processes that are key to short-
duration extremes. Recent observational studies reported a
decrease in the intensity of extreme hourly precipitation with
elevation. This “reverse orographic effect” could be related
to processes which are subgrid even for CPMs. To quantify
the reliability of future projections of extreme short-duration
precipitation in mountainous regions, it is thus crucial to un-
derstand to what extent CPMs can reproduce this effect. Due
to the computational demands however, CPM simulations
are still too short for analyzing extremes using conventional
methods. We use a non-asymptotic statistical approach (Sim-
plified Metastatistical Extreme Value: SMEV) for the anal-
ysis of extremes from short time periods, such as the ones
of CPM simulations. We analyze an ERA-Interim-driven
Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO-crCLIM,
convection-resolving Climate Modelling) simulation (2000–
2009; 2.2 km resolution), and we use hourly precipitation
from 174 rain gauges in an orographically complex area in
northeastern Italy as a benchmark. We investigate the abil-
ity of the model to simulate the orographic effect on short-

duration precipitation extremes, as compared to observa-
tional data. We focus on extremes as high as the 20-year re-
turn levels. While overall good agreement is reported at daily
and hourly duration, the CPM tends to increasingly overes-
timate hourly extremes with increasing elevation, implying
that the reverse orographic effect is not fully captured. These
findings suggest that CPM bias-correction approaches should
account for orography. SMEV’s capability of estimating re-
liable rare extremes from short periods promises further ap-
plications on short-time-period CPM projections and model
ensembles.

1 Introduction

Short-duration extreme precipitation in orographically com-
plex areas is highly variable in space and time and may be the
trigger of numerous hydrogeological hazards, such as flash
floods, debris flows, and landslides (e.g., Borga et al., 2014;
Stoffel et al., 2016; Savi et al., 2021). Understanding the im-
pact of orography on the probability distribution of extreme
precipitation at short (i.e., ∼ hourly) temporal scales, and
on extreme-rainfall causative processes, is critical for man-
aging risk from rainfall-triggered natural hazards (e.g., Katz
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et al., 2002; Francipane et al., 2021). The enhanced convec-
tive activity and the changes in the dynamics of precipitation
processes expected under foreseeable climate change scenar-
ios further strengthen the theoretical and practical interest
in the relation between orography and extreme precipitation
(e.g., Yan et al., 2021; IPCC, 2019; Napoli et al., 2019).

Until recently, the robust estimation of future extreme pre-
cipitation for risk management strategies in regions with
complex orography was severely limited due to the large res-
olution gap between regional climate models (RCMs; res-
olutions of a few tens of kilometers) and rainfall-triggered
natural hazards (∼ hourly; a few kilometers). Some studies
showed a high spatial correlation of the 3 and 24 h precip-
itation return levels estimated from RCMs at 12 km spatial
resolution with those estimated from observational products.
However, local deviations in complex-orography regions are
evident (i.e., Berg et al., 2019; Poschlod et al., 2021) and
point to the need for high-resolution modeling to improve the
estimates of short-duration extremes in these areas (Poschlod
et al., 2021).

With continuous advances in computing power, kilometer-
scale runs of regional climate models, i.e., convection-
permitting models (CPMs), are becoming more common. In
CPMs the parameterization of atmospheric deep convection
is not required, thereby removing a major source of uncer-
tainty and error in standard RCMs (Prein et al., 2015; Schär
et al., 2020). Thanks to their ability to resolve convective sys-
tems and to better represent local processes, CPMs provide
more realistic representations of subdaily precipitation statis-
tics, including the diurnal cycle, spatial structure of precipi-
tation, intensity distribution, and extremes (Prein et al., 2015;
Berthou et al., 2020; Lind et al., 2016). These added values
have been found using different CPMs over several domains.
In addition, CPMs have been proven to better represent tem-
perature, especially over mountain regions (e.g., Ban et al.,
2014), clouds (e.g., Hentgen et al., 2019), small-scale wind
systems (e.g. Belušic et al., 2019), and land–atmosphere
feedbacks (e.g. Taylor et al., 2013), besides tropical cy-
clones (e.g., Gentry and Lackmann, 2010) and monsoons
(e.g., Marsham et al., 2013). This leads to a greater confi-
dence, especially for short-duration precipitation extremes,
in CPM-based projection, compared to coarser-resolution
models (Kendon et al., 2017; Fosser et al., 2020). In areas
with a complex terrain, the possibility of explicitly resolving
convection along with a more detailed representation of orog-
raphy and surface properties are crucial elements for cor-
rectly capturing the initiation and development of convection
(Adinolfi et al., 2020; Hohenegger et al., 2008). The coarser-
resolution orography in the RCMs can lead to biases in the
local precipitation pattern and intensity, due to the incorrect
representation of the flow over mountain ridges and of ar-
eas of atmospheric convergence triggering convection (Knist
et al., 2020; Fosser et al., 2015). Over the Alps, CPMs tend
to generate more precipitation at higher elevations compared
to RCMs, thus reducing the bias with observations (Lind et

al., 2016; Reder et al., 2020). Ban et al. (2020) compared
a CPM’s ensemble and an RCM’s ensemble in their repre-
sentation of heavy daily and hourly rainfall over the greater
Alpine region and found that the CPM’s improvements are
more evident in summer when convection plays a major role.
Recent studies showed that it is possible to improve the esti-
mation of precipitation return levels in orographically com-
plex regions using CPMs (Poschlod et al., 2021; Poschlod,
2021). Therefore, the improved representation of extreme
short-duration precipitation over complex orography is a key
added value of CPMs, especially for the possibility to de-
velop effective adaptation measures for rainfall-driven haz-
ards and thus avoid severe impacts on society.

Mountain areas exhibit highly variable precipitation pat-
terns, due to the interaction of atmospheric large-scale air
motions with complex local orographic features (e.g., John-
son and Hanson, 1995). Along the windward slope of the
mountains, the condensation of water vapor and the forma-
tion of clouds are enhanced by the orographic lifting of air
masses. Conversely, precipitation tends to be reduced on the
leeward side, where air descends after having released the
moisture on the windward side and condensation is inhibited.
The net effect consists of an increased precipitation amount
at higher elevations: the so-called “orographic enhancement”
of precipitation (e.g., Roe, 2005; Houze, 2012; Isotta et al.,
2014; Avanzi et al., 2021), observed by climatological analy-
sis worldwide (e.g., Frei and Schär, 1998; Malby et al., 2007;
Harris et al., 1996). Several factors influence this orographic
enhancement, including static atmospheric or aerosol condi-
tions, local terrain slope, and shadowing effects (e.g., Napoli
et al., 2019). However, a simple precipitation–height rela-
tion is difficult to establish, because the topographic signal
is also associated with slope and shielding. In addition, the
precipitation increase is robust only for low and intermedi-
ate topographic heights. In the Alps, maximum annual mean
precipitation is typically in the height range of 800–1200 m
(Frei and Schär, 1998), and above this altitude precipitation
may again decrease with height. While the orographic en-
hancement is also observed for relatively long-duration pre-
cipitation extremes (few hours or more), the opposite has
been reported for short-duration extremes (hourly and sub-
hourly). This is known as the “reverse orographic effect”;
i.e., the rainfall intensity decreases with increasing elevation
(Avanzi et al., 2015). The reverse orographic effect character-
izes regions where subdaily extremes are linked with convec-
tive processes (Formetta et al., 2022; Marra et al., 2022a) and
impacts both annual maxima (Allamano et al., 2009; Avanzi
et al., 2015; Mazzoglio et al., 2022) and extreme return lev-
els of interest for risk management applications (Rossi et al.,
2020; Formetta et al., 2022; Marra et al., 2022a). Overall,
these studies suggest that orography influences precipitation
extremes, and thus associated hazards, differently at different
timescales. Therefore, for a reliable estimation of extreme
precipitation across scales, an ideal model should capture
both these orographic effects.
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Marra et al. (2021) suggested that orographically induced
turbulence could cause a weakening of the updrafts, with a
consequent weakening of the peak intensities of the convec-
tive cells and a redistribution of the moisture over the sur-
rounding areas. As a result, the typical convective cells in
orographic areas are weaker in intensity and smoother in spa-
tial structure compared to nearby flat areas. Additionally, the
complex three-dimensional structure of heavy rotating thun-
derstorms can be disrupted by sharp valleys and ridges, and
the supply of warm, moist air to drive these storms is smaller
in regions of complex topography. However, these are sub-
grid phenomena even for CPMs, raising this important ques-
tion: to what extent can CPMs capture the reverse orographic
effect on extreme rainfall of short duration?

While CPMs have a spatiotemporal resolution in line with
the requirement of the hazard models, existing CPM sim-
ulations are limited to relatively short time periods (10–
20 years) due to the high computational costs. This prevents
the use of conventional extreme value approaches for quan-
tifying the probability of occurrence of extreme return lev-
els (i.e., Katz et al., 2002). Poschlod (2021) evaluated four
statistical approaches and their uncertainty to calculate 10-
and 100-year return levels at daily duration based on a 30-
year-long 1.5 km resolution climate model. Their findings
suggested that classic methods based on extreme value the-
ory, such as the fit of generalized extreme value and general-
ized Pareto distributions, respectively, to annual maxima and
peaks over threshold, can be prone to large uncertainties, es-
pecially for return periods longer than the available record.
These limitations may be at least partially overcome using a
recent extreme value analysis method, which makes use of all
available data rather than just yearly maxima or a few values
above a high threshold (Marani and Ignaccolo, 2015).

Indeed, alternative approaches were recently proposed
for deriving accurate frequency analyses from relatively
short data records, opening the possibility of exploring ex-
treme value properties in short CPM time periods. These
methods include the Metastatistical Extreme Value Distri-
bution (MEVD; Marani and Ignaccolo, 2015; Zorzetto et
al., 2016) and its possible simplification, the Simplified
MEV (SMEV; Marra et al., 2019, 2020). These approaches
are based on the statistical analysis of the so-called ordi-
nary events (see details in Marani and Ignaccolo, 2015),
which are all the independent events that share the statis-
tical properties of extremes: once the upper tail of the or-
dinary events is known, it is possible to derive an extreme
value distribution by explicitly considering their yearly oc-
currence frequency. The method has been successfully ap-
plied to point and spatial rainfall, and to a variety of geo-
physical processes, showing improvements in high-quantile
estimation uncertainty with respect to traditional approaches
(Caruso and Marani, 2022; Hosseini et al., 2020; Miniussi
and Marani, 2020; Zorzetto et al., 2016). Owing to a de-
creased number of parameters to be estimated (Marra et al.,
2019), the SMEV approach may be used to derive more ac-

curate high-quantile estimates than the full MEVD model,
due to the possibility to better isolate the tail of the ordi-
nary events’ distribution (see below) (Poschlod, 2021; Wang
et al., 2020; Miniussi and Marra, 2021; Vidrio-Sahagún and
He, 2022). Interestingly, due to their effective use of available
information, these methods are also suited to examine the al-
titudinal variations of extremes (Marra et al., 2021, 2022a;
Formetta et al., 2022; Amponsah et al., 2022). In fact, by di-
rectly exploiting the available short-duration records at high
elevations, they do not require regionalizations (e.g., Buis-
hand, 1991) or duration-scaling approaches, which would in-
evitably smooth existing orographic impacts.

In this paper we use an SMEV approach to examine the
ability of CPM runs to realistically represent observed ex-
treme value distributions of hourly precipitation in an oro-
graphically complex region like the northeastern Italian Alps
area. For the first time, we investigate the ability of the model
to reproduce the observed relation of extreme return lev-
els with orography, with a special focus on the reverse oro-
graphic effect at the hourly duration. We propose a physically
based interpretation of the resulting differences.

2 Study area and data

The study area is located in northeastern Italy and consists of
a north–south transect that ranges from the Italian Alps to the
Po River and the Adriatic Sea. The area (around 32 000 km2)
includes the Veneto region and the provinces of Bolzano and
Trento and covers a range of altitudes between −5 m and
3990 m a.s.l. (Fig. 1a). The area is particularly interesting
for its orographic complexity, which determines a high cli-
matic heterogeneity on a wide range of spatial scales. The
southeastern portion of the region is in close proximity to the
Adriatic Sea so that possible effects associated with the sea–
land contrast and its representation in CPM runs can be ob-
served. However, this part of the region is rather flat and will
not be used in the derivation of the orographic relations (see
Sect. 3). The northwestern portion of the region receives rel-
atively low amounts of precipitation (about 500 mm yr−1, on
average), due to the orographic shielding offered by the sur-
rounding mountains. Larger amounts are typically observed
in the central part of the domain, the so-called Prealps, which
represents the first orographic obstacle to the dominant pre-
cipitation systems reaching the area and causes a strong oro-
graphic enhancement (up to 2300–2500 mm yr−1; e.g., Isotta
et al., 2014). In the southeastern part of the region, from
the coastal zone to the lowlands and Prealps, the mean an-
nual precipitation is about 800 mm yr−1 and increases to-
wards the Prealps. Extreme precipitation shows specific spa-
tial patterns, which are consistent with the orographic char-
acteristics of the region and are strongly dependent on the
temporal scale. In particular, Formetta et al. (2022) describe
two distinct modes of orographic relationship: an orographic
enhancement for durations longer than ∼ 8 h and a reverse
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Figure 1. Study area and data. (a) Orography of the study area and location of the rain gauges; (b) frequency distribution of the elevation for
the 174 rain gauges (observations; OB), the station-colocated CPM (SC_CPM), all the CPM grid points (GR_CPM), and the digital terrain
model (DTM) for the study area; and (c) the distribution of the elevation differences between station-colocated CPM and observations.

orographic effect for hourly and subhourly durations, which
consists of a reduction in the total amount of water released
by convective cells and a weakening of their peak intensity.

2.1 Rain gauge data

As a benchmark in this study, we used continuous quality-
controlled rainfall observations with 5 min temporal resolu-
tion and 0.2 mm data quantization collected at 174 heated
rain gauges (density of ∼ 1/180 km2; Fig. 1a). To match
the available period in the CPM, we considered only rain
gauges with at least 9 valid years during the period 2000–
2009, where a year is defined as valid when less than 10 % of
the data are missing or are flagged as low quality. The total
record length of the selected stations ranges from a minimum
of 14 to a maximum of 37 years. The rain gauges cover el-
evations in the range of 3 to 2235 m a.s.l. (Fig. 1b). Prior to
the analyses, the data were aggregated at a 1 h temporal res-
olution to match the resolution of the CPM output.

2.2 Convection-permitting model rainfall data

The CPM simulation used in the study was run by Eid-
genössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) Zurich with the
Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO-crCLIM,
convection-resolving Climate Modelling). It covers the
greater Alpine region defined under the Coordinated Re-
gional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) Flag-
ship Pilot Study on Convective Phenomena over Europe
and the Mediterranean (FPS-Convection; Coppola et al.,

2020). COSMO-crCLIM is the climate version, running on
GPUs, of the state-of-the-art weather prediction COSMO
non-hydrostatic, limited-area model (Rockel et al., 2008).
The model numerically solves the fully compressible govern-
ing equations using finite-difference methods (Steppeler et
al., 2003) on a three-dimensional Arakawa-C grid (Arakawa
and Lamb, 1977), based on rotated geographical coordinates
and a generalized, terrain-following height coordinate (Doms
and Baldauf, 2015). A fifth-order upwind scheme is used
for horizontal advection and an implicit Crank–Nicholson
scheme in the vertical, discretized in 60 stretched model
levels ranging from 20 m to 23.5 km (Baldauf et al., 2011).
The model employs a third-order Runge–Kutta time step-
ping scheme (Wicker and Skamarock, 2002) and a delta-two-
stream radiative transfer scheme according to Ritter and Ge-
leyn (1992). The parameterization of precipitation is based
on a single-moment bulk cloud microphysics scheme us-
ing five categories of hydrometeors, i.e., cloud water, cloud
ice, rain, snow, and graupel (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006).
A modified version of the Tiedtke mass flux scheme with
moisture convergence closure (Tiedtke, 1989) is used to pa-
rameterize shallow convection, while deep convection is re-
solved explicitly. In the planetary boundary layer and for the
surface transfer, a turbulent-kinetic-energy-based parameter-
ization is applied (Mellor and Yamada, 1982; Raschendorfer,
2001), while in the lower boundary, COSMO-crCLIM uses
the soil–vegetation–atmosphere transfer model TERRA-ML
with 10 layers of soil and a maximum soil depth of 15.24 m
(Heise et al., 2006). More details on the used physical pa-
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rameterizations can be found in Leutwyler et al. (2016). The
simulation at 2.2 km resolution, covering the period 2000–
2009, is nested within a 12 km European RCM, in turn driven
by the reanalysis ERA-Interim dataset (Dee et al., 2011).
Reanalysis datasets blend in observations and thus provide
the best possible lateral boundary conditions to drive a re-
gional model and allow us to evaluate the systematic (i.e., not
linked to the boundary condition) bias of the model. Ban et
al. (2021) evaluated the CPM simulation used here against
several observational datasets and found that the bias is lim-
ited and comparable within the other CPMs from the Flag-
ship Pilot Study on Convective Phenomena over Europe and
the Mediterranean (FPS-Convection; Coppola et al., 2020)
run under CORDEX. In our study, CPM hourly precipita-
tion data have been extracted at the nearest grid point to
each rain gauge to obtain the “station-colocated” CPM time
series (SC_CPM in the following). Figure 1b and c show
the elevation difference between the rain gauge and the re-
lated station-colocated grid point. We then also analyzed all
∼ 6500 grid CPM points in the study area (GR_CPM).

3 Methods

Observed (OB) and simulated (CPM) precipitation time se-
ries are analyzed and compared focusing on (i) annual max-
ima (AM), defined as the largest values observed in each
calendar year; (ii) return levels estimated through a novel
statistical method, SMEV; and (iii) SMEV distribution pa-
rameters. Specific attention is paid to the orographic impact
on the above quantities, which is examined via linear rela-
tions with elevation. We focus on the 1 h temporal scale, the
finest temporal resolution for which precipitation is provided
in CPM runs, but we also explore CPM-generated extreme
rainfall at the daily scale, for which generally more observa-
tional data are available and orographic effects are well char-
acterized. Both observations and station-colocated CPM data
are analyzed over the 10-year common period of 2000–2009.
Analyses on full-record observations are also carried out and
presented in the supplementary material to further assess the
robustness of the results.

3.1 Statistical method

Non-asymptotic statistics were recently proposed as an alter-
native to extreme value theory for the estimation of extremes
corresponding to low yearly exceedance probabilities (e.g.,
Marani and Ignaccolo, 2015). These approaches are based
on the idea that extremes are samples from the so-called or-
dinary events, which are the independent realizations of the
process of interest. Since ordinary events are much larger in
number than extremes, these approaches offer the advantage
of using most of the observational information, rather than
one or a few large values from every year of observation, as in
the case of extreme value theory (Zorzetto et al., 2016). The

fundamental assumption behind these approaches is that a
suitable statistical model describing the ordinary events may
be identified. When this is the case, the probability distribu-
tion of the ordinary events can be used to construct the distri-
bution of yearly maxima and to capture the probability of oc-
currence of rare and potentially unprecedented extremes. We
adopt the Simplified Metastatistical Extreme Value (SMEV)
approach (Marra et al., 2019, 2020). Following Marani and
Ignaccolo (2015), who use theoretical reasoning (Wilson and
Toumi, 2005) to justify this choice, we adopt a Weibull distri-
bution to model the “tail” of the ordinary events’ distribution.
The latter is defined by Marra et al. (2020) as the portion of
the empirical ordinary events’ distribution that can be fully
described by a two-parameter Weibull distribution according
to a proper test (see below). This choice of model is sup-
ported by recent results on the study area (Formetta et al.,
2022; Dallan et al., 2022). This means that the probability of
observing extreme intensities decreases as a stretched expo-
nential, following the cumulative distribution function:

F(x;λ,κ)= 1− e−(
x
λ )
κ

, (1)

with scale parameter λ and shape parameter κ . Once the tail
of the ordinary events’ distribution F is known, it is possi-
ble to write an analytical approximation for the cumulative
distribution function of the annual maxima as follows:

ζ(x;λ,κ,n)' F(x)n =
[
1− e−(

x
λ )
κ
]n
, (2)

where n is the average number of ordinary events observed
in a year. Marra et al. (2019) showed that the interannual
variability of the number of ordinary events per year can be
neglected, especially when interested in rare extremes.

We note that this approach is a non-asymptotic formula-
tion, as opposed to the classic alternative of the extreme value
theorem, in which an asymptotic assumption on n (n→∞),
or for the case of threshold exceedances on the threshold θ
(θ→∞ for the case of unbounded distributions), is required.
The formulation explicitly separates the ordinary events’ in-
tensity distribution (F ) from their occurrence frequency (n)
and thus provides grounds for improved interpretations of the
relation between processes (and their changes) and extremes
(e.g., Marra et al., 2021; Formetta et al., 2022; Dallan et al.,
2022; Vidrio-Sahagún and He, 2022).

3.1.1 Evaluation of the SMEV assumptions and
definition of the tails

It is possible to use a specific test to evaluate the robustness
of our underlying assumption of Weibull tails. The test, de-
scribed in detail in Marra et al. (2023), checks whether the
observed extremes (i.e., the annual maxima) are likely sam-
ples from the assumed distribution. While in principle the
test can only reject the hypothesis, results based on synthetic
data show that it is robust in separating Weibull tails from
heavier tails, among the supported alternatives to the Weibull
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tails (Marra et al., 2022b). Results of this test indicate that in
our study region, the top 10 % (for hourly durations) or 15 %
(for 24 h duration) of the ordinary events can be described us-
ing a Weibull tail. This is consistent with previous results in
northern Europe (Miniussi and Marra, 2021) and is slightly
smaller than what was previously adopted in some subsets of
the region (Formetta et al., 2022; Dallan et al., 2022).

3.1.2 Estimation of extreme return levels using SMEV

Extreme return levels are estimated using the SMEV statisti-
cal model, as described in Marra et al. (2020), whose codes
are freely available (Marra, 2020): (i) storms are defined as
consecutive wet periods separated by dry hiatuses (see more
details in the next paragraph) of at least 24 h, (ii) ordinary
events of the duration of interest are computed as the max-
imal intensities observed within each storm using running
windows of the duration of interest moved with 1 h steps,
(iii) parameters of the Weibull distribution are calculated by
left-censoring the ordinary events below the abovementioned
thresholds (i.e., censoring their magnitude but retaining their
weight in probability) and using a least squares linear regres-
sion in Weibull transformed coordinates, and (iv) return lev-
els of interest are computed by inverting Eq. (2). Using this
approach, the number of ordinary events is the same across
all durations and matches the number of storms, as follows
from point (i) and (ii) (for more details, see Marra et al.,
2020).

3.1.3 Definition of wet hours

The rain gauges used in this study start recording rain above
0.2 mm, while the CPM has continuous rainfall values above
zero. In the climate modeling community, a wet hour is
usually defined as 1 h with precipitation above 0.1 mm h−1

(e.g., Ban et al., 2014, 2020; Meredith et al., 2020). We
conducted a sensitivity analysis on the CPM data to in-
vestigate the impact of different thresholds for the defini-
tion of wet hours on the number of yearly events n and of
the return levels. We explored thresholds between 0.01 and
0.5 mm h−1. The results showed a small sensitivity of n to
the selected threshold (±5 % change in hill/mountain zones,
±10 % change in lowlands) and no appreciable change in
the estimated return levels, as expected given the SMEV
structure (see Fig. S1 in the Supplement). A threshold of
0.1 mm h−1 was then used for the definition of a wet hour
in CPM data in the rest of the analysis.

3.2 Assessment of CPM biases

From the analysis of each dataset (rain gauges; CPM), we de-
rived the following quantities at each location and for 1 and
24 h durations: (i) annual maxima and their mean value,
(ii) return levels up to a 100-year return period, (iii) aver-
age yearly number of ordinary events n (which is the same
across all durations), and (iv) scale λ and shape κ parameters

of the Weibull distribution describing the tail of the ordinary
events. For each quantity X, the multiplicative bias BX be-
tween observation and station-colocated CPM is computed
as the ratio between the variable value XCPM obtained from
CPM and the variable valueXOB obtained from the colocated
observations as follows:

BX =
XCPM

XOB
. (3)

It is pointed out here that the comparison between a point
value (observation) and an areal value (single CPM grid
value) is made directly, as the correlation length of extreme
rainfall at hourly duration is typically greater than the grid
resolution of our CPM (e.g., Villarini et al., 2008).

3.3 Quantification of the orographic effect

The orographic effect on short-duration extreme rainfall is
explored by looking at the relationship with elevation of the
following different quantities obtained for 1 h duration: an-
nual maxima (AM; also for 24 h duration), return levels, dis-
tribution parameters, and average number of yearly events.
The relations are approximated with a linear model. Lin-
ear regression slopes with elevation are computed for each
quantity for both observations and station-colocated CPM.
Given the wide extent of the floodplains in the examined re-
gion and the proximity of some of these areas to the sea,
the results for locations below 100 m a.s.l. are expected to in-
clude a variety of distinct behaviors which clearly do not de-
pend on orographic forcing. Regression slopes are thus com-
puted only by considering locations with elevation exceeding
100 m a.s.l. and expressed in the following as a percentage of
the median value per kilometer of elevation. The results for
all grid points of the CPM in the study area (GR_CPM) are
also considered to evaluate if the SC_CPM is a representative
sample of the climate model results.

3.4 Uncertainty and statistical significance

The uncertainty associated with the SMEV estimates is quan-
tified using a 1000-iteration bootstrap resampling procedure
with replacement on the years (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994;
Overeem et al., 2008) for both observed and simulated re-
sults. This bootstrap approach is also used to evaluate the sta-
tistical significance of the bias in the model simulations and
of the orographic relationships with respect to the stochas-
tic uncertainties related to the available data sample. Specif-
ically, 1000 bootstrap surrogates were created by randomly
selecting 10 years between 2000 and 2009, with replace-
ments, for both observations and station-colocated CPM.
This implies that in each bootstrap sample, the same se-
quence of years is used for all the stations and datasets. The
annual maxima and the SMEV distribution parameters, num-
ber of events, return levels, and slopes of their relation with
elevation are then computed for each bootstrap sample. For
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Figure 2. Observed AM at 1 h duration: (a) map with the mean AM; (b) relationship of the mean AM with elevation; slope for the linear
regression (solid line) expressed as a percent of the median value and is calculated for the stations above 100 m a.s.l. (points on the right of
the dashed line); and the coefficient of determination indicated as R2.

each of these quantities, the distribution of the 1000 dif-
ferences between OB and SC_CPM is analyzed to assess
whether the hypothesis of having no difference between the
CPM and observations could be rejected. The null hypothe-
sis of no difference is rejected at the 5 % level when the per-
centile 2.5 of the distribution of differences is greater than
zero or the percentile 97.5 is less than zero (e.g., Kendon et
al., 2012).

4 Results

The following sections first present the comparison between
observed and simulated annual maxima (intensity, bias, rela-
tion with elevation) and then focus on the SMEV analysis for
the 1 h duration return levels.

4.1 The reverse orographic effect on observed mean
hourly annual maxima

The observed mean annual maximum intensity at 1 h dura-
tion is shown in Fig. 2. A spatial pattern of the rain rates
can be noticed (Fig. 2a). Indeed, higher values, even >

35 mm h−1, are observed in the southeastern part of the study
area, mostly corresponding to floodplains and coastal areas,
while lower values (even < 15 mm h−1) are observed in the
northern and northwestern parts, corresponding to mountain-
ous areas in the dry heart of the Alps. Figure 2b reports the
relationship of the 1 h mean AM with elevation.

The observed reverse orographic effect clearly emerges,
with an average decrease of the mean AM hourly precipita-
tion of more than 30 % km−1 (expressed as a percentage of
the median value per km of elevation and computed using
the rain gauges above 100 m a.s.l.), which corresponds to a
decrease of about 7 mm h−1 km−1.

4.2 Bias assessment and reverse orographic effect on
simulated annual maxima

The comparison between observed and simulated mean an-
nual maxima at 1 and 24 h durations is shown in Fig. 3. In
Fig. 3a and c, the scatterplots describe how SC_CPM and
OB differ in the representation of the AM rainfall rate. The
CPM represents OB AM at the daily duration better than
at the 1 h duration, both in terms of central tendency (mean
bias of ∼ 1 and ∼ 1.1, respectively, indicating a prevalence
of overestimation for the hourly durations) and variance. Es-
pecially for 1 h duration (Fig. 3a and b), the CPM mostly
overestimates the AM at the high-elevation locations, which
are also characterized by low observed intensity; in lowlands,
the observed values are higher and tend to be underestimated
by the CPM. The maps in Fig. 3b and d make this evi-
dent: for both durations, observed AM tend to be underes-
timated in lowland and coastal zones, while they tend to be
overestimated at high elevations. The overestimation is much
stronger for 1 h than for 24 h, and the biases are significant at
the 5 % level in ∼ 40 % and ∼ 34 % of stations, respectively.

The relationship between mean AM precipitation and el-
evation is displayed in Fig. 4 for the 1 h (Fig. 4a and b)
and the 24 h duration (Fig. 4c and d). For hourly dura-
tion CPM, rain rates are clearly underestimated in regions
below < 100 m a.s.l. and overestimated in regions above
1100 m a.s.l. Considering both the interquartile range and
the whiskers in the boxplots in Fig. 4b, one can notice
the high variability among stations located at similar alti-
tudes; this spread is substantially reduced in the CPMs, as
CPM simulations are more uniform in their rain intensi-
ties, especially over the mountains. In Fig. 4a, linear regres-
sions with elevations are reported. The slope for the CPM
is negative, indicating that the CPM can actually capture
a reverse orographic effect on mean 1 h AM intensity, al-
though the strong decrease with elevation found in the ob-
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Figure 3. Comparison of observed and simulated annual maxima at 1 and 24 h durations. (a, c) Rainfall rate for average annual maxima for
station-colocated CPM (SC_CPM) versus observed values (OB) at 1 h (a) and 24 h durations (c); the color of the dots indicates the elevation
of the station; and mean bias, coefficient of determination (R2), and fractional mean squared error (fmse) are also shown. (b, d) Maps of
SC_CPM/OB relative bias for the 1 h (b) and 24 h (d) mean AM. In all panels, significant differences at the 5 % level are indicated by a black
dot, and their proportion is reported as the percentage of significant cases to the total number of stations.

servations (−31 % km−1) is not fully captured by SC_CPM
(−9 % km−1). The slopes are significantly different at the
5 % level. Better agreement is found at 24 h duration: ob-
served and CPM intensities are similarly distributed in the
explored range of elevations and have no evident relation
with elevation (Fig. 4c). The boxplots in panel d, which
compare daily intensity within the same elevation group,
show good agreement between observations, SC_CPM, and
GR_CPM. For lowlands (< 100 m a.s.l.) and for high moun-
tains (> 1100 m a.s.l.), the CPM tends to respectively under-
estimate and overestimate with respect to the median OB rain
rate, but the overlapping interquartiles indicate that the biases
are generally within the spatial variability range of that ele-
vation class. We can then observe that the results from the
sampling station-colocated CPM and those from the whole
grid CPM are consistent in terms of regression slopes at 1 h,
boxplot medians, and interquartiles across elevations and du-
rations. This indicates that the SC_CPM results are not af-
fected by the sampling due to the location of the rain gauges;
they are a representative sample of the elevation characteris-
tics of the study area.

4.3 Hourly return levels and relation with elevation

We estimate the return levels of hourly precipitation for sev-
eral return periods. Results on bias assessment and relation
with elevation are reported here for the 20-year return levels
as a reference, but similar results are found for return periods
up to 100 years and reported in Sect. 4.4.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between estimated 20-year
return level from observations and SC_CPM (Fig. 5a) and
the magnitude of the relative bias at each location (Fig. 5b),
while the spatial distribution of the rain intensity for the
1 h duration 20-year return level is reported in the maps in
Fig. S2. As already observed for the AM, CPM overestima-
tion is stronger at the low-intensity mountain locations, while
the underestimation is particularly evident in lowlands and
coastal areas where higher intensities are observed (Fig. 5a).
The significant biases (at about 30 % of the locations) are
found mainly in the proximity of the Adriatic Sea and in the
northeastern portion of the mountainous domain, character-
ized by narrower valleys than the western part (Fig. 5b).
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Figure 4. Orographic effect on 1 and 24 h annual maxima for observation (OB), station-colocated CPM (SC_CPM), and all CPM grid
points (GR_CPM). (a, c) Relationship of AM rain rate with elevation at 1 and 24 h durations, respectively. In panel (a), the linear regression
lines shown as a solid line are expressed as a percent of the median value and are calculated for the stations above 100 m a.s.l.; the coefficients
of determination are indicated as R2. (b, d) Boxplots of AM rain rate at 1 and 24 h durations, respectively, for the three rainfall datasets and
four elevation groups. Note that the considered elevation data are one from each dataset (OB or CPM).

Figure 5. Bias assessment of 20-year return level at 1 h duration. (a) Rainfall rate for 20-year return level and 1 h duration for station-colocated
CPM (SC_CPM) versus observed values (OB); the color of the point indicates the elevation of the station; and mean bias, coefficient of
determination (R2), and fractional mean squared error (frmse) are also shown. (b) Maps of SC_CPM/OB relative bias for the 1 h duration
20-year return level. In all panels, significant differences at the 5 % level are indicated by a black dot, and their proportion is reported as the
percentage of significant cases on the total number of stations.

The spatial pattern in the 20-year return level bias for 1 h
duration shown in Fig. 5b is consistent with the one shown
in Fig. 3b for the 1 h duration AM, and the slightly higher
coefficient of determination (R2

= 0.13 for AM, R2
= 0.19

for the 20-year return level) indicates the statistical model
is robust and has lower random errors than the stochastic
sampling of AM. The higher fractional mean squared error

(frmse= 0.25 for AM, frmse= 0.30 for the 20-year return
level) for the 20-year return level indicates a wider range
in the bias magnitude: from 0.53–2.08 for 1 h mean AM to
0.45–2.63 for 1 h 20-year return level.

The 20-year return level at 1 h duration estimated from ob-
servation shows the reverse orographic effect, with a negative
normalized slope of−36 % km−1 (Fig. 6a), which is stronger
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Figure 6. Orographic effect on 1 h duration 20-year return levels. (a) Relationship of the return levels with elevation for observation (OB),
station-colocated CPM (SC_CPM), and all grid points (GR_CPM). The linear regressions shown as a solid line are expressed as a percent of
the median value and are calculated for the stations above 100 m a.s.l.; the coefficients of determination are indicated as R2. (b) Boxplots of
the return levels for the three rainfall datasets and four elevation groups. Note that the considered elevation data are one from each dataset (OB
or CPM).

than the one reported for the mean AM. This is consistent
with the results from Marra et al. (2021, 2022a) and Formetta
et al. (2022), which showed a decrease in tail heaviness with
elevation at hourly durations. The reverse orographic effect
on the hourly 20-year return levels is weaker for the CPM
(normalized slope is ∼−14 % km−1) than for observations,
and it is similar when considering all CPM grid points (nor-
malized slope is ∼−12 % km−1). The SC_CPM slope is
significantly different (5 % significance level) from the OB
slope. The boxplots in Fig. 6b show that the CPM tends
to underestimate (overestimate) return levels at low (high)
elevations. Compared to the analysis of AM, the spread
within each elevation category increases more in OB than in
SC_CPM, highlighting the strong variability among stations.
These results show that, when estimating short-duration high
return levels relevant for risk management, the orographic
effect is not negligible and the CPM considered in our study
does not fully capture it.

It is worth noting that, despite only using 10 years of
data, 20-year return levels computed with the SMEV ap-
proach used here are subject to relatively small stochastic
uncertainties (quantified here by means of the coefficient of
variation of the 1000 bootstrap surrogates). Figure S3 re-
ports the uncertainty in the observed 1 h duration 20-year
return levels, evaluated based on the 10 years in the period
of 2000–2009. The median value of the uncertainty is 13 %,
only slightly smaller than the one found using a random sam-
ple of 10 years within the entire available rain gauge record
(15 %) and slightly larger than the 9 % uncertainty computed
when considering the whole observational period. The me-
dian uncertainty related to the 1 h 20-year return levels esti-
mated from the CPM is 11 %. Results on the full-record ob-
servations, reported in Fig. S4, are quantitatively unchanged,
with the exception of low-elevation locations where the me-
dian estimated return level is similar but the spatial variability

is reduced (see Fig. S4b). The consistency of the return level
estimates obtained from the full record and from the 10-year
record, and the small increase in the associated uncertainty,
indicate that, once its assumptions are verified, SMEV is a
reliable statistical method for the analysis of extreme precip-
itation from short time periods.

4.4 Reverse orographic effect at different return
periods

By exploiting the potential of SMEV in giving accurate re-
turn level estimates for high-return periods, we analyzed re-
turn periods up to 100 years to investigate how the reverse
orographic effect at 1 h duration is represented in both obser-
vations and the CPM. Figure 7 shows the normalized slope of
the linear regression between different return levels and ele-
vation (computed for elevations> 100 m a.s.l.) and the asso-
ciated uncertainty quantified as the 95 % confidence interval
from 1000 bootstrap regressions. The slope for the mean AM
is also reported for comparison. In line with Formetta et
al. (2022), the observed reverse orographic effect at 1 h du-
ration is consistent across the different return levels, with
a higher negative slope at a 100-year return time. The dis-
crepancy between the slopes of observation and of station-
colocated CPM is similar across the different return lev-
els (median differences range between 19 % and 23 %), and
these differences are all statistically significant at the 5 %
level. The slopes obtained from the analysis on the whole
CPM grid show a milder decrease for higher return time than
the SC_CPM slopes, but since they are within the uncertainty
range of the SC_CPM slopes, no statistically significant re-
sult can be inferred from this. The consistency of the findings
across the return periods, and the modest increase in uncer-
tainty at the higher-return period, shows that SMEV allows
reliable evaluation of the elevation dependencies of high re-
turn levels from a short CPM time period.
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Figure 7. Normalized slope of the relation with elevation for 1 h
duration annual maxima (AM) and return levels (2, 5, 10, 20, 50,
and 100-year return period), for observations (green circle), station-
colocated CPM (blue triangle), and grid CPM (light blue circle).
All the slope differences are significant. Errror bars indicate 95 %
confidence interval from 1000 bootstrap regressions.

4.5 Bias assessment of the distribution parameters

The statistical method based on the separation of storm in-
tensity and occurrence frequency allows us to analyze the
differences in the parameters of the ordinary events distri-
bution. This, in turn, gives us insights into the mechanisms
behind the biases found in a CPM. In Fig. 8, the biases in the
scale and shape parameters at 1 h duration and in the number
of events are shown in maps (Fig. 8a–c) and as boxplots for
different elevation groups (Fig. 8d–f).

A distribution parameter λ is called a “scale” param-
eter when F(x;λ)= F(x/λ;1). The scale parameter thus
“scales” all the intensities x by the same factor; a higher
(lower) scale implies proportionally higher (lower) return
levels. In the study area, the CPM generally overestimates
the scale parameter, with the lower values of the interquartile
ranges of the bias exceeding 1 for all the elevation groups
(Fig. 8d). The overestimation of the scale parameter is larger
in the high mountains (Fig. 8a) where the median bias is close
to 2 (in median, estimated return levels would be double that
of the observations – assuming no bias in the other parame-
ters), and the boxplot whiskers are completely above 1 (last
group in Fig. 8d). Also in the coastal zone, the southeastern
part of the domain, the scale is overestimated. Underestima-
tion is present in the central part of the lowland area and in
the western mountain, but with only a few significant cases.
The biases on the scale are statistically significant at the 5 %
level in 42.5 % of cases.

The shape parameter defines the heaviness of the Weibull
distribution right tail: lower shape parameters correspond to
heavier tails, meaning that the probability of exceeding high
intensities decreases in a slower way with increasing inten-
sity, and vice versa. In the study area, the CPM exhibits both
overestimation and underestimation, mainly non-significant,
of the shape parameter with no evident spatial patterns re-

lated to orography (Fig. 8b). Indeed, the boxplots show a
similar median, just above 1, and similar whiskers for all the
elevation groups (Fig. 8e). The median bias on scale> 1 indi-
cates that in the CPM, the distributions generally have lighter
tails. Opposite situations occur locally where the shape can
be underestimated.

The bias in the average number of yearly ordinary events n
is significant at most of the stations (52.3 %), and a clear spa-
tial pattern emerges. Strong underestimation is observed in
the lowland area and a slight overestimation in the moun-
tainous area (Fig. 8c and f). Higher (lower) n translates into
higher (lower) estimated return levels.

In terms of orographic relations, the scale parameter in
the model increases with elevation and significantly differs
from the decreasing scale for observation (Fig. S5a), while
the observed relation with elevation for the shape parame-
ter and number of events is better represented by the model
(Fig. S5b–d and f). The CPM overestimation of the return
levels in the mountains, and the resulting weaker reverse oro-
graphic effect, seems therefore mostly explained by the in-
creasing overestimation of the scale parameter with elevation
(Fig. S5b). This indicates a rather homogenous increase of all
the ordinary events in the tail, which for the case of hourly
durations are the largest 10 % of the ordinary events.

5 A physical process interpretation of results

In order to ensure no systematic bias was introduced by dif-
ferences in CPM and rain gauge elevations (that in a few
cases is relevant; see Fig. 1c), we explore the possible de-
pendence of the magnitude of the bias in the estimated return
levels on such differences. Even if we have previously shown
that higher biases on return levels are in mountainous areas,
these biases (color of dots in Figure S6) are not systemat-
ically related to higher elevation differences. We conclude
that the elevation difference between SC_CPM and OB could
not be considered as the main descriptor of our findings.

Ban et al. (2020) suggested that the CPM overestima-
tion over high-elevation areas can be partly related to un-
certainty in the observations (gauge undercatch). For the
Alpine region, the undercatch of seasonal mean precipitation
is found to be about 8 % (40 %) below 600 m a.s.l. (above
1500 m a.s.l.) in winter and 4 % (12 %) in summer (Sevruk,
1985; Richter, 1995). Major possible sources of undercatch
are related to the tipping movement of the bucket-type rain
gauge and to the presence of strong wind. The first tends to
affect precipitation intensities that are higher than the ones
we observe in our study at the stations at lower elevations;
“true” intensities unaffected by undercatch should therefore
strengthen our findings about the reverse orographic effect.
The latter, depending on the wind speed, rain gauge shape,
and precipitation type, could lead to losses of up to 40 %
for rain and up to 80 % for snow at high wind speed (8–
10 m s−1; Canteruccio et al., 2021). Our study focuses on
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Figure 8. Maps and boxplot of the bias in the estimated SMEV distribution parameters: scale (a, d), shape (b, e), and n (c, f). In all panels,
significant differences at the 5 % level are indicated by a black dot, and their proportion is reported as the percentage of significant cases on
the total number of stations.

extreme short-duration rainfall, which is mostly related to
convection and is thus less subject to measurement underes-
timation of snowfall. In principle, wind-induced undercatch
acts irrespective of elevation, but it could be more relevant in
mountainous areas where turbulence and high wind speeds
are more frequent. Part of the CPM overestimation found at
the high elevation could thus be due to this kind of under-
catch.

The overestimation of heavy rainfall in high-resolution cli-
mate models was also found in previous studies and often
linked with the fact that convection is not fully resolved even
at convection-permitting resolutions (Kendon et al., 2021;
Ban et al., 2020; Panosetti et al., 2020). Indeed, while the grid
spacing of our simulation is 2.2 km, the effective resolution
is coarser. Using kinetic energy spectra, Skamarock (2004)
estimated the effective horizontal resolution of the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (a model that has
a similar dynamical core as COSMO). They found that
the shortest horizontal wavelength that is credibly resolved
amounts to typically 5–7 times the grid spacing. Similar re-
sults were found in a later study comparing the COSMO and
the ECMWF-IFS model (Zeman et al., 2021). Thus, for our
grid spacing, wavelengths smaller than 10–15 km are only
partly resolved. Consistent results were also found in con-
vergence studies. Panosetti et al. (2020) used systematic con-
vergence experiments with grid spacings in the range of 8 to
0.5 km. They found that structural convergence was not even
achieved at 500 m grid spacing; i.e., the horizontal scale of
the convective updrafts narrowed whenever resolution was
refined. However, they found “bulk convergence” in domain-
averaged aspects of the flow (such as the probability density

functions of the convective mass flux). In addition, the 2.2 km
CPM resolution might not be sufficient to represent fine-scale
orographic features, like the alternation of hills and narrow
valleys (see Fig. S7), responsible for the development of local
winds and turbulence crucial for triggering convection (Fos-
ser et al., 2015). Moreover, subgrid processes like shallow
convection, turbulence, and microphysics still use parameter-
izations formulated for coarser-resolution simulations, lead-
ing to poor representation of these processes (e.g., Kendon
et al., 2021). Marra et al. (2021) also suggested that the ob-
served reverse orographic effect at short-duration rainfall ex-
tremes could be also related to a weakening of the updrafts
caused by orographically induced turbulence. All the above-
mentioned issues could limit the ability of the CPM to fully
represent the interaction of convective cells with orography,
thus leading to a bias in the estimation of short-duration ex-
tremes over this orographically complex region. This seems
to be confirmed by the significant overestimation of the scale
parameter in mountainous areas, which suggests that short-
duration rain rates are almost equally overestimated all along
the probability distribution tail.

Our findings also highlight the complexity of the processes
in the lowland and coastal zones, where elevation cannot play
a relevant role. Here, other factors should be considered, such
as the distance from the coastline (Marra et al., 2022a) and
the ability of the model to distinguish between sea areas,
land areas, and shallow waters (such as the Venice lagoon
in our study case). Further analyses should be carried out
to specifically address these issues: for example, consider-
ing a longer coastline and additional observational data along
the coast and possibly even offshore, by, for example, using
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weather radars. In comparison with coarser-resolution mod-
els (e.g., results in Pichelli et al., 2021), the CPM is known
to improve the representation of hourly extreme rainfall. In
the present work, CPM estimates are in fact found to provide
realistic estimates of extreme-rainfall magnitudes, but the re-
sults of the present work show they are not yet suited for
providing direct estimations of hourly return levels without
proper adjustments.

6 Conclusions

In this work, the ability of a kilometer-scale convection-
permitting climate model (COSMO-crCLIM at 2.2 km res-
olution) to represent extreme short-duration precipitation in
complex orographic areas is examined. For the first time, we
focus on the reverse orographic effect, a key feature of ex-
treme precipitation that recently emerged from observational
datasets in complex orography. This effect was attributed to
processes that could be subgrid even for CPMs, and before
using model simulations for projecting future short-duration
extremes in mountainous areas, it is thus critical to assess
whether CPMs are able to reproduce it.

We exploit the potential of a non-asymptotic simplified
Metastatistical Extreme Value (SMEV) approach to reduce
the stochastic uncertainties related to the use of a short time
period (10 years) to analyze extremes. We analyze hourly
rainfall data in the eastern Italian Alps from 174 rain gauges
(our benchmark), 174 station-colocated CPM grid points,
and the entire CPM grid (∼ 6500 points). We compare 1 h
duration annual maxima, return levels up to 100 years, and
parameters of the SMEV distribution, and we quantify their
relation with elevation.

We find that the CPM bias on hourly return levels tends
to be positive and to increase with elevation. Despite this
increasing positive bias with elevation, CPM runs capture
the reversed orographic effect but significantly underestimate
its magnitude (∼ 10 % of the median per km, as opposed to
∼ 30 % of the observations). We are able to relate these find-
ings to previous evaluations of (i) the quality of CPM sim-
ulations and of (ii) the representativeness of rain gauge ob-
servations in orographic regions (e.g., Ban et al., 2020). We
suggest that the observed biases may be related to a com-
bination of causes: “effective resolution” of the CPM, with
a partial representation of convection processes; subgrid oro-
graphically induced turbulence; insufficiently detailed digital
representation of steep valleys in the model; and rain gauge
undercatch in the case of strong wind.

Our results support the use of CPMs to investigate high-
return levels in orographically complex areas poorly covered
by observations and to estimate changes in rainfall extremes
under future scenarios. However, bias-correction approaches
need to be developed that explicitly consider the role of orog-
raphy (e.g., Velasquez et al., 2020), with specific reference
to the case of short-duration extremes. To this end, the po-

tential of non-asymptotic approaches applied on short time
periods of CPM simulations could be further explored to im-
prove our understanding of future changes in precipitation
extremes. Future works should consider an ensemble of cli-
mate models and explore adjustment methods which account
for the role of orography at multiple durations.
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